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Furniture Ensemble

Worksurfaces and Trim Profiles

Metropolis Executive features 1 1⁄2"-thick worksurfaces  

with a choice of three decorative trim styles. Design  

continuity is created by echoing the decorative trim profiles  

of the worksurface in its cabinetry, tying the suite together  

in a way that is unique to the Metropolis line.

Desks and Tables

Desks are available with recessed modesties, presenting 

guests with space to pull up a chair and get comfortable 

during a meeting. Various table shapes provide a modern 

alternative to the traditional office and are equally comfortable 

for executives and guests alike. Optional desk and tabletop 

grommets keep cords neat and tangle-free.

Hutches and Storage Cabinets

Hutches and cabinets are available with frosted glazed  

fronts or a combination of frosted and plain-front doors.  

Glazed-door cabinetry includes metal-framed edges with 

complementary door handles. Full-extension drawers provide 

easy access to important documents, while overhead  

hutches lock to provide security for personal belongings. 

Featured Station

Furniture for the corner office with a view, an arc desk  

in an Amber cherry finish makes a strong impression and 

provides plenty of room for visitors. Additional workspace  

is created by a credenza with a built-in cabinet and lateral  

file. Jackets, briefcases and important business plans  

can be secured in a full-height storage tower.

METROPOLIS EXECUTIVE

CEO Station

Finishes

Laminate: L111 Amber

Vinyl Worksurface Trim: V111 Amber

Edge Profile: Gothic

Handle Style: Humber

Handle Color: Silver

Metropolis Executive. 
Contemporary style with distinguished appeal.

Personalize lighting to individual needs.  
Task lights are available with an optional 
dimmer switch to help reduce eye strain.

Worksurface trims are color-matched for every 
laminate finish and are available in a choice  
of decorative trims: Straight, Wave or Gothic.



Featured Station

For the multi-tasking manager, a modern U-shape design 

allows for easy maneuvering when time is divided between 

interfacing with guests and the computer screen. The  

extended front tabletop is ideal for one-on-one meetings, 

while returns feature grommets that conceal unsightly  

wires and cables.

Create additional seating with a mobile 
upholstered pedestal that can be rolled  
out of the way when not in use.

Customize the look and feel of your space by adding frosted glazed-door 
combination cabinets with distinctive silver frames.

Lateral files conceal documents and coordinate 
with Metropolis cabinetry. Available in two, three 
or four drawers high.

Make a good first impression with a stylish and 
practical Metropolis reception station. Underdesk 
filing, a mobile CPU unit and sliding keyboard 
tray keep square footage conservative and put 
everything you need at your fingertips.



Metropolis Professional.  
Meet the needs of the many – in style.

Furniture Ensemble

Worksurfaces

One-inch-thick Professional components in various shapes 

and sizes can outfit the entire office. Metropolis Professional 

can be customized to the needs of managers, team leaders 

and every team member, making the most of every square 

inch of office space.

Cabinets and Storage

Underdesk, freestanding and mobile pedestals accommodate 

most storage needs within the office. A low-profile pencil 

drawer provides storage for small items while preserving 

knee-space below the desk. Lockable hutches keep 

confidential documents and personal items safely and neatly 

stowed away. Credenzas provide an additional worksurface 

and house cabinets and filing within arm’s reach. Storage 

towers with all sorts of filing and shelving configurations  

to suit the individual can accommodate all coats, umbrellas  

and work documents. Bookcases and lateral files can be  

placed throughout the space for shared reference materials  

or within a workstation for private storage.

Featured Station

Ideal for the hands-on manager in a team environment,  

a space-saving concave bridge worksurface joins a  

smaller-scale credenza and P-Table into a U-shaped hub  

of productivity. The P-Table is a modern alternative to a 

traditional desk, perfect along a wall in a private office  

or in an open-concept workspace, inviting guests and 

coworkers to pull up a chair. A storage tower combines  

a box/box/file pedestal and cabinet to make the most  

of floor space. 

METROPOLIS PROFESSIONAL

Supervisor Station

Finishes

Laminate: L100 Congo/L110 Electrum

Vinyl Worksurface Trim: V100 Congo/V110 Electrum

Handle Style: Manhattan

Handle Color: Silver





Metropolis Professional. 
An office with an agenda.

Every Metropolis box or file drawer features 
full-extension drawers, allowing easy access to 
documents and stored items. Cabinets feature 
two adjustable shelves for books and binders.

Combo cabinet storage keeps various 
materials and documents secure 
and organized. Pigeonhole storage 
compartments file away daily-use 
documents or printer paper while  
keeping them within easy reach. 

Featured Station

Metropolis Professional optimizes precious real estate with 

the workwall configuration, housing storage along the main 

return and quest chair area. Freestanding cabinetry with 

display shelves allows people to personalize their space  

with corporate awards, family photos or decorative items. 



Metropolis Conference. 
Collective thinking with a mind for detail.

Full-height cabinetry featuring coat storage  
and shelving keeps personal belongings  
out of the way during meetings.

A stationary serving cabinet conveniently holds  
dishware, mugs, cutlery and refreshments.  
A permanent fixture so you’re always prepared  
for unexpected drop-ins.

Furniture Ensemble

Mix-and-Match Tabletops and Bases

All tabletops and bases are interchangeable to  

accommodate various room sizes, designs and  

purposes. Straight, Racetrack and Boat-shaped  

tables range from 6' to 12' long. Table bases are 

available in drum, H-Base, ellipse, metal post  

and wedge shapes. As with Metropolis Executive,  

all table and cabinet tops are 1 1⁄2" thick with a  

choice of Straight, Wave or Gothic decorative trim. 

Conference Room Cabinets and Storage

Wall-to-wall cabinetry features hutches and credenzas,  

coat storage, adjustable shelving, audiovisual storage and 

more. At 78" high, cabinetry is exclusive to Metropolis 

Conference and is available with classic plain-front or  

frosted glazed doors and choice of handle styles and colors.

Featured Conference Room

In keeping with traditional tastes, a 12' Racetrack table  

seats up to 14 people comfortably with ample room to 

maneuver or shift during long stays. Pop-up grommets  

can be added to any tabletop to access power and  

data. Or if preferred, equipment can be moved to the  

audiovisual cabinet or mobile media center, reserving  

the conference table for the sole purpose of facilitating  

valuable face-to-face communication. 

METROPOLIS CONFERENCE

Racetrack Conference Table with Drum Base

Finishes

Laminate: L109 Zebra

Vinyl Worksurface Trim: V109 Zebra

Handle Style: Clifton

Handle Color: Silver





Metropolis Conference. 
Get to work – in style.

The mobile lectern provides a visual focal point during presentations complements 
the Metropolis Conference design, easily adjusting to the height of each user and 
rolling discreetly away when not in use. 

Eliminate the need for outdated chalkboards 
or costly chart paper with a wall-mounted 
whiteboard – just write and wipe. Door interiors 
feature tackboards to pin up additional  
presentation materials.

Featured Conference Room

A small straight-edge conference table provides a clean 

contemporary look and much-needed quiet for the team  

to hook up laptops and work away or host an impromptu  

brainstorming session. A credenza with built-in cabinet  

complements the look of a compact meeting station and  

doubles as an additional worksurface. 

METROPOLIS CONFERENCE

Straight Conference Table with Metal Post Support Base

Finishes

Laminate: L109 Zebra

Vinyl Worksurface Trim: V109 Zebra

Handle Style: Clifton

Handle Color: Silver



Hooked in. 
Two to choose from.

Available in silver or black, tabletop grommets in the 

conference room allow access to the telephone, Internet  

and electricity during Web, teleconferencing or other 

technology-driven presentations.

Handles. 
The choice is yours.

A choice of six handle styles in five metallic finishes  

highlight your corporate style, whether it’s traditional,  

modern or somewhere in between.

brooklyn melbourne clifton

humber manhattan

rosedale
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